THE ANNUAL AGROECOLOGY PLAYS!

Thursday, December 13th, 2012, 3:30-5:30pm
Room 184, Russell Labs
Two hours, four plays, fifteen authors, and a whole bunch of fun

3:30pm Sowing a Revolution
The path to seed sovereignty
by Raul Guerra, Emma Pelton, Hannah Stern, and Tamara Wattnem
Guest appearances by Jack Kloppenburg and Mike Bell

4:00pm Whoopee! Fraggles Hit a Snaggle
Doozer delusions in an age of migrant labor
by Anna Cates, Stacey Marion, Sarah Page, and Peter Thomasson
Special appearances by the Man and Dick Cates as Thomas Jefferson Fraggles

4:30pm For the Love of the Land!
by Anna Lee, Margie Lempert, Virginia Moore, and Valerie Stull
Featuring Dick Cates as Big Daddy

5:00pm The All Natural, Organic, Sustainable, Bird-Friendly, Super Green Show
A guide to eco-fying your life
by Rachel Bouressa, Megan Chawner, and Ade Tinamei
Starring Chris Elholm and Bill Bland as Michael Pollan

— Refreshments to be served —

A Culture of Agriculture event